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In the ever-evolving landscape of EdTech,

the integration of artificial intelligence (AI)

has ushered in a new era of seamless

teaching experiences.

ROTTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS, April

30, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AVer

Information Europe B.V. a leading

innovator in education and corporate

markets, is pleased to share

technology advancements in its EdTech

solutions with the help of AI (Artificial

Intelligence). AVer stands at the

forefront, driving innovation with its integration of AI to create unparalleled teaching

experiences. 

Auto Tracking for Enhanced Classroom Engagement

AVer's auto-tracking cameras, equipped with cutting-edge AI capabilities, revolutionise classroom

dynamics by seamlessly tracking teacher movements, ensuring no instructional moment goes

unnoticed. These state-of-the-art cameras possess the remarkable ability to identify and

recognise teachers, adapting to various scenarios effortlessly. With no additional devices or

complex setups required, educators can simply step in front of the camera, allowing AI to

automatically adjust zoom levels and framing for optimal viewing.

Whether instructors are engaging with a blackboard or interacting with students, the camera

seamlessly adjusts to ensure optimal tracking and framing. Even when teachers move away from

the camera's field of view, the AI continues to track their movements, capturing every detail for

both in-person and remote learners.

In multi-camera setups, AVer's AI technology takes the lead with the MT300N matrix tracking

box, seamlessly integrating auto-tracking and audio-tracking functionalities. By intelligently

switching cameras based on voice detection, the system ensures a uniform viewing experience

for both in-person and remote learners, fostering inclusivity and engagement.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.avereurope.com/solution/classroom-technology
https://www.avereurope.com/solution/classroom-technology


Crystal-Clear Video & Audio for Enhanced Learning

Beyond automated tracking, AVer's AI offers intuitive gesture controls, allowing teachers to

pause or resume tracking and adjust the camera with simple hand gestures, streamlining the

teaching experience. Additionally, AVer's AI extends its capabilities to visualizers, enhancing

instructional content delivery by automatically adjusting images and correcting distortions.

AVer's streaming audio system, powered by AI, serves as an advanced audio mixer, blending

multiple audio sources seamlessly, including wireless microphones for teachers, to ensure clear

and crisp audio delivery, fostering effective communication and accessibility in the classroom.

AVer's AI-driven solutions represent a paradigm shift in education technology, empowering

educators to deliver dynamic and immersive learning experiences. 

Jose Rincon, Head of Product Management at AVer Europe, affirms this commitment, stating, "As

we continue to witness the transformative impact of AI in education, AVer remains steadfast in

our commitment to developing cutting-edge solutions that empower teachers and enrich

student learning experiences."

About AVer Europe

AVer Europe provides intelligent technological solutions harnessing the power of visual

communications for business and education. With over 20 years of research, development, and

manufacturing excellence, AVer holds numerous international design, innovation, application,

and service awards for exceptional product usability, reliability, and customer satisfaction.
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